ORDER FORM FOR STAR ATTRACTION GEAR
Name
Phone
location where lessons are held
time and day of the week
teacher
date of order
*Due to changing costs, you will need to check with your instructor or the office for current
pricing.
item

quantity

T-shirt

_____

YS(6-8) YM(10-12) YL(14-16)

AS

AM

AL

AXL

AXXL*

Shorts

_____

YS(6-8) YM(10-12) YL(14-16)

AS

AM

AL

AXL

AXXL*

Sweatshirt

_____

YS(6-8) YM(10-12) YL(14-16)

AS

AM

AL

AXL

AXXL*

Sweatpants _____

YS(6-8) YM(10-12) YL(14-16)

AS

AM

AL

AXL

AXXL*

Uniform

YS (5)

AL

AXL*

_____

highlight or circle size

YI(6)

YM(8-10)

YL (12-14)

AP

AS

AM

Large stars _____ (replacements only- one already included with new uniform, except for Team members)
**Team members need additional large star for hair.**
Small stars

_____ (replacements only- two already included with new uniform.)

Sequin trim _____ (baton team members only)
Ear muffs

_____ (for holiday parades)

Batons

_____ (instructor will measure)

size______"

Instructor will take into consideration the ability of the student when measuring for baton. Depending on speed of growth,
batons usually last for one year.
Practice caps_____ (very useful in keeping your baton ends clean!)
Halos

_____

Special batons_____ Double Diamond
_____double flag
_____light stick

_____sword

_____hoop

_____fire

_____flag baton

size______"

(incl. S&H)

size______"

_____ glo-sticks/pr

size______"

Ribbons _____ plain _____ fluorescent

Rods ______

Poms

_____

Music

_____ 1. parade

2. _____ routine

_____ 3. show corps

4. _____ march

____ twirl

____cheer

Baton case _____ see instructor for pictures and prices
Flags

_____

Poles

_____

*additional cost

TOTAL CASH ENCLOSED*

$_____

Place the order form and CASH ONLY (no checks are accepted) in an envelope
with your name, class time and location and item(s) being purchased written on the
front of the envelope.
Uniformsandgear/gear

3/19/2013 2:57 PM

STAR ATTRACTION UNIFORM AND GEAR
Uniform:
Baton twirlers have two choices of uniforms (numbers 1 or 2 below) to
wear to perform with Star Attraction during any of their many parades, shows and
competitions. Cheerleaders and Flag Twirlers must wear choice number 1.
1. "Star Attraction" t-shirt or sweatshirt, with your choice of official Star Attraction or plain,
matching shorts or sweatpants.
2. Our official baton twirling uniform (skating style) comes with sequined stars and hair
ribbons. Only those who have completed one session of baton classes are eligible to wear
this uniform! Team members must wear this uniform. Anyone who has lost or ruined any
sequined stars on their uniform should order new ones at this time. (Follow the care
instructions given with uniform.) Please take pride in your appearance, as it also reflects
on the entire Corps and will be judged when in competitions. You are representing Star
Attraction when in uniform!
Placing an Order: Bring your order to the next class. (Items do sell out, so it is
necessary to order early. Once available items are sold out, all future orders must
be placed online. Online prices may be more than items currently in inventory, so
purchase from your instructor now at last year’s prices!) Place the order form and
CASH ONLY (no checks are accepted) in an envelope with your name, class time and
location and item(s) being purchased written on the front of the envelope. If purchasing
baton uniform number 2, it is recommended that you order large enough to get a year’s
use out of this uniform.
Accessories:
For either uniform include comfortable, white, plain, Ked-style
sneakers with white shoe lacings, white bobby socks and red ribbons for your hair, which is
to be worn in two ponytails high on your head for baton twirlers and flags; one ponytail high
on the head with one red ribbon for cheerleaders. Lipstick, blush, and eyeshadow should
also be worn, as this is a show, and makeup is an accessory just as important as red
ribbons and white socks. During cold weather, a RED long-sleeved turtleneck should be
worn under the uniform, along with layers under the turtleneck and sheer to the waist,
NUDE pantyhose. Secure these accessories right away.
Equipment:

Baton ends should be clean. A cleaner with bleach will work best. If
using practice caps, only white may be on batons for a performance.
Only official Star Attraction Pom Pons may be used for performances
but are not mandatory.

Team Baton Students: Wear your hair in a bun with a hairnet. The large star is to be worn
on the right side of the bun, at the ear. You will also be wearing sequins sewn along the
hemline and neckline. All Competition Team Twirlers will have rhinestones put on their
uniforms by the Parent Booster Group.
Parents:
T-shirt, shorts, sweatshirt and sweatpants sizes are available for
parents too. If you would like to be a banner carrier, Star Attraction T’s or sweatshirts are
necessary. If you will be attending a performance or a competition, you will certainly show
support for your child and her activity by dressing in Star Attraction gear!
PLEASE RETURN THE ORDER FORM WITH YOUR ORDER.
(Items purchased may be exchanged only. No refunds.)
Uniformsandgear/gear

3/19/2013 2:57 PM

